This paper, which introduces the destination of one dimensional search, search interval and solving method, improves on the basic method and builds faster method of one dimensional search which includes inexact research and exact research. And then this paper concludes the method of global optimization and makes a further contrast and discuss about its convergence .At the last, this paper checking the effectiveness of this method by putting it into use to special case.
INTRODUCTION
The method of one dimensional search is a basic method resolving the problem of nonlinear optimization. Looking for a fast and efficient one dimensional search is a basic issue. At present, there are many methods about one dimensional search, which can be grouped into two categories. [1] (1) Trial Method such as golden section and bisection method and so on. (2) Function Approximation Method such as Newton tangent method, quadratic interpolation method and rational interpolation method and so on. This paper introduces a hybrid method protected by a factitious interval, and this method combines Trial Method and Function Approximation Method.
In 2012, Chen Lin in the text of "Several types of the nonlinear optimization problem solution set" [2] , under the unchanged generalized convexity studies several main kinds of nonlinear optimization problem solution set. This paper introduces the solution set depict the research status of nonlinear optimization problem. On Dini directional derivative definition, study of nonlinear optimization problem solution set. The author gives the definition on Dini directional derivative, some properties of several kinds of unchanged generalized convexity, and the solution set of nonlinear optimization problem, the objective function is the same convex, constraint function is a pseudo linear. When the objective function and constraint functions are pseudo linear, further results are obtained. Article also in Clarke sub differential is defined, the no smooth pseudo invariant with though laser by words are given some properties of convex optimization problem, the solutions for these problems, and example is given. The article pointed out that in general target space vector optimization problems were studied in two true efficient point -Henig efficient point and cone characterizations Hurwicz really effectively. The main use of the collection at some point of the cone and normal cone of dependence and the feasible direction cone for the vector optimization problems effectively depict the characteristics.
In 2006, Yonghong Ren in the text of "Nonlinear Langrange method of solving nonlinear optimization problems" [3] , established on multiplier is a linear function of a class of nonlinear theory frame of Langrange method. First, several assumptions are given to ensure the convergence of the nonlinear Lagrnage algorithm, at the same time these conditions to build based on the analysis of the nonlinear Langrange function duality theory and Heses Lagrnage function matrix condition number are necessary. Paper discussed two factorial convergence of iterative method, the function if the problem is proved Heses array LipshcZti conditions, the sequence produced by 2 factorial sub iteration method with second order linear convergence rate.In the end, given by the paper is verified by numerical experiments based on the nonlinear nage La bad function of dual effectiveness of the algorithm. The paper established on multiplier is a nonlinear function theory frame of another class of nonlinear though laser method, and gives some assumptions in place to ensure that the class of nonlinear Lagrnage convergence of the algorithm. These conditions in the analysis of condition number of Heses Lagarnge function matrix, and to establish corresponding duality theory are necessary, To verify the existing in the literature many nonlinear Lagrnage function meet these conditions. At the same time, also set up for a class of nonlinear Lagrnage method based on the NCP function structure of the theoretical framework.
In 2007, Jinli in the text of "A differential equation solving constrained nonlinear optimization method" [4] , constructs the differential equation method for solving nonlinear optimization problems, including the system of two differential equation, the first system based on the function of the first order information, the second system based on second order information. The two systems have properties: Local optimal solution of the nonlinear optimization problem is their asymptotic stability of equilibrium point, and the initial point is feasible, the solution trajectory are falls in the feasible region. Paper proves that the system of two differential equation discrete iterative format of the convergence theorem and the second system based locally quadratic convergence properties of the discrete iterative format. At the same time, the discrete iterative method based on the two systems are given numerical example, the numerical results show that the differential equation method based on second order information faster.
Base on one dimensional search of the golden section method building a method of solving the global optimal solution [1] is a fairly simple and effective method. It has three main features [4] , (1) Approximating global optimal solution by any precision; (2) Overcoming the shortcomings of the direct solution requires a large amount of computer memory; (3) Having low requires about the objective function and being suitable for those optimal issue that only know the time sequence but the function expressions do not know, let alone the gradient information of the function. The innovation of this article lies in one-dimensional search for specific, detailed introduced the global optimization method, convergence. With accurate one dimension search comparison, carries on the corresponding improvement, greatly reduce the workload to relevant studies.
II. ONE DIMENSIONAL SEARCH

A. Destination of One Dimensional Search
One dimensional search, also known as linear search, refers to a single-variable function optimization and multi-variable function is optimized foundation. In multivariable optimization function, the iteration scheme [5]
Construct the search direction k d and step length factor k  , suppose
Thus, from k x , and along the search direction of k d , determining the step length factor k  ( ) (0)
. This is one dimensional search.
When seek k  , which makes objective function reaching reaches its minimum at the direction of k d ,
Thus claimed that such one dimensional search for the optimal one dimensional search, or exactly one dimensional search, and k  is the most optimal step length factor. While if k  makes the objective function to obtain an acceptable amount of decline, even though the amount of decline ( )
 is acceptable to the user, such a one-dimensional search claimed approximate one-dimensional search, or inexact onedimensional search, or an acceptable one-dimensional search.
B. Search Interval and the Method of Determining the Interval
One simple method determining search interval named advance and retreat. Its basic idea is starting from one direction, at a certain step, trying to determine the function value presents three "high -high -low". If the direction is wrong, return to, and then looking in the opposite direction. Specifically, determining the initial point 0  , the initial step 0 0 ★Steps of advance and retreat:
Step 1: Select the initial data.
Step 2: compare the value of objective function. Let 
III. EXACT ONE DIMENSIONAL SEARCH
Exact one dimensional search includes 0.618, Dichotomy and Interpolation (quadratic interpolation and Cubic Interpolation). The method proposed by this paper basing on golden section to resolve global optimal solution is simple and effective.
A. Fundamental Principle
Golden section method [6] , being famous for simple and effect and basis of most optimization, is a classic method. Taking points
bx  , and restart. The search interval narrows range of 0.382 or 0.618 times until reduce to a point by this way. Golden section method is a fast convergence of the one-dimensional search method [7] .
B. Calculate Method
Suppose objective function is
() fx has lower bound in region D. the way proposing optimization problems:
Method steps: This is a direct solution for one-dimensional unconstrained global search optimal solution. The classic method is extended 0.618 to two-dimensional by the onedimensional, the original scope of the algorithm consists of a single peak function is extended to a multi-modal function, so it can resolve the global optimal solution, the algorithm has a simple structure, high precision, computer hardware requirements low.
C. The Analysis of Convergence
The common style of unconstrained optimal solution is follow:
First step: determine 0 n xR  , 01    .
k
Step: calculate the direction of decline k d ; Calculate step length factor k  , makes 
Because it should resolve the minimum point and stationary point depending on equation (3) and (5), so the equation (3) and (5) 
present a certain normal number, then 
There is a theorem about convergence rate. 
D. Algorithm for Example
To solve the optimization problem, we use mathematical methods and principles to realize, but for the objective function we take appropriate limits, that objective function is differentiable. As for the objective function that is not differentiable or derivative are difficult to obtain, this paper adopt the iterative method to obtain derivative. In the one-dimensional search, iterative method is compressed so that the length of the search interval infinitely narrow and tends to zero, in order to meet the termination criteria to achieve, obtain the approximate optimum. Here we have a specific onedimensional search method given program.
Golden section method: search interval 12 tt ， , () ft is a single valley function for the interval 12 tt ， , for given termination criterion  and points scale factor ⑦ export t  , termination. So, Achieve one-dimensional search method can be drawn by means of procedures similar to the advantages of accuracy depends on the merits of the termination criterion , Therefore, very accurate results can approximate the advantage to minimize the error.
IV. INEXACT ONE-DIMENSIONAL SEARCH METHOD
A. Two Major Criteria 1) Armijo-Goldstein Standards
Armijo and Goldstein propose inexact one-dimensional search process. Suppose
The interval is (0, ) Ja  . In order to ensure that the objective function decreases monotonically, while requiring f drop not too small,  must be selected to avoid too close interval J endpoint. A reasonable requirement is named Armijo-Goldstein inexact line search standards, or Armijo-Goldstein standards [3] . Once the resulting step size  to meet (19) and (20), it is an acceptable step factor. It,
called acceptable interval that meets (19) and (20).
2) Wolfe-Powell Standards
Armijo-Goldstein standards likely to exclude the minimal value of step factor  outside acceptable range.
So, Wolfe-Powell criterion gives a simpler condition (20)
Geometric interpretation: the tangent at an acceptable point () k   is greater than or equal to  times the initial slope, (19) and (21) 
B. Global Optimization Methods
A class of deterministic global optimization is Covering Method, which gradually will detect the global minimum free area removed until the remaining area is small enough and contains a global minimum. There are also established a number of methods for Lipschitz functions, a widely used class method called branch and bound method, whose main idea is to divide the feasible region was gradually refined, the objective function to build the community and non-increasing sequence of non-decreasing lower bound until the upper and lower bounds of the objective function close enough so far. Recently, the concept LBFS has been introduced to the global optimization for it limited convergence [5] .
1) Basic Symbols and Definitions
Consider the global optimization as follow min ( )
S , a compact set belongs to R , :
Called x  is (23) global optimal solution. The following points x meet
 Global referred to (23) of the optimal solution, Q is (23) the precision parameter.
Definition2 The function () fx is called a linear lower bound function in the A restricted in G , if ,,
The numerical G is a finite real number.
2) Inexact Research Boundary Function Method Suppose
AS  be an interval, and 0 xA  . In order to find the point 1 xA  , it has a function value smaller than 0
x , use the following inexact searches. Let
The r appropriately selected to ensure compliance with: . The objective function of the problem has three local minima, one of which is the global minimum. An iterative calculation process is shown in Fig.1 . for inexact search. By the end of 5 times iterations, get the  global optimal solution 5.1457931 x  , the corresponding value is 1.8995993  . The accuracy of 6 10  
given the same circumstances, number of iterations required by our algorithm is 5, number of iterations required for 5 times interval algorithm, 10 is the times of iterations required for Hansen algorithms. An iterative calculation process is shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 2 . Hansen algorithm iterative process A deterministic global optimization method is presented in this paper, a single variable function; the convergence theory and its effectiveness are discussed. Solving the method can be used for a class of global optimization problems. In addition, a more effective method to explore the structure of the linear boundary function will further enhance the effectiveness of inexact search method. The two different methods of calculation are compared. From the figure3 and figure4, we found that the computed results are basically the same, and thus explain the rationality of one-dimensional search method.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper mainly describes the one-dimensional search, detailed introduction on the method of global optimization and convergence. And simple introduces the inexact one-dimensional search, and made some research and exploration, let it compared with the exact onedimensional search, corresponding improvement, is a complex work. For the inexact one-dimensional search algorithm, it's through produced a series of iterative point; it's the process of successive approximation the minimum point., the convergence rate does not depend on the exact one-dimensional search, spend less time at work.
